Abstract
Introduction
An alias relation between two expressions, e 0 and e 1 , in a source program is a relation such that e 0 and e 1 may possibly refer to the same memory location during program execution. Alias relations are generated by various situations such as parameter passing, reference variables, and indirect reference with pointer variables. We say that e 0 is an alias of e 1 (and vice versa) when there is an alias relation between e 0 and e 1 . Also, we call the set of expressions in which each element pair satisfies an alias relation, an alias set. Alias analysis is a method for extracting alias sets by static analysis. Alias analysis can be used for various purposes such as compiler optimization and program slicing.
Alias analysis was first proposed for traditional procedural languages such as C as part of the static analysis of pointer variables [7, 11, 19] . Concepts such as class, inheritance, dynamic binding, and polymorphism have been introduced into object-oriented (OO) languages such as C++ and JAVA, and various alias analysis methods for OO programs have been devised [5, 22] . These researches focus mainly on analysis algorithms as compiler optimization, but practicability and scalability of those algorithms as software engineering tools have not been explored. We are interested in developing a practical software engineering tool for the alias analysis targeting JAVA; however, simply using already proposed approaches remains difficulties in scalability and usage as addressed by Hind et. al. [10] . To resolve these difficulties, we have newly devised an on-demand, incremental analysis approach for JAVA programs, which can be used effectively in an interactive environment.
In this paper, "alias analysis" means to extract a single set of expressions which are in alias relation to the userspecified expression, although a traditional meaning would be to extract all alias sets in a source program.
The alias analysis method proposed here is characterized by a two-phase and on-demand algorithm, flow-sensitive instance-based algorithm, and extensible algorithm.
We have implemented the proposed algorithm in a tool named JAAT. The analysis time of 58,300 lines of JAVA programs with 364,721 lines of the JDK library was 30 sec. in Phase 1, and less than 1 milli-sec. in Phase 2. This result shows that the user can immediately get the resulting aliases on-demand for the user-specified analysis target after the preparation of Phase 1. Also, the result was fairly focused in the sense that for our sample programs, about 5 -120 aliases were found due to the instance-based approach, which are 30 -97% smaller than the class-based approach. JAAT does not provide whole alias relations as the compiler optimization algorithm requires, but it produces the focused or scoped results useful for the program maintainers.
An additional feature of JAAT is that it can save internal syntactic and semantic information as an external XML database, and restore the information, in order to improve reusability of analysis results. Also, JAAT provides a useful GUI for the program maintainers.
In Section 2, we give a brief overview of alias analysis for OO programs. In Section 3 and Section 4, we propose an alias analysis method for OO programs. In Section 5, we introduce an implementation of the proposed method and evaluate its effectiveness using several sample programs. In Section 6, we discuss the evaluation results with respect to related works. In Section 7, we conclude our discussion.
Preliminary

Example of Aliases
Alias analysis is useful for program debugging and program understanding. To show this, we present an example. Fig.1(a) shows a sample JAVA program and Fig.1 (b) shows its execution outputs. This program computes the salaries of employee Emp and manager Mng. The salary of the manager should be higher than that of the employee. However, the program execution output is incorrect since a salary addition was made to Emp, not to Mng. When the user recognizes such a fault, he/she computes the aliases for reference variable Emp at line 32. In this paper, we call such a target expression of the alias analysis the alias criterion (or simply criterion), and it is specified by a tuple <s, e>, where s is a statement in the source program and e is an expression at s. In the figure, shadowed expressions represent the resulting aliases for <s 32 , Emp>. Emp at line 32 is the alias criterion and is also an alias itself. Therefore, it is boxed and shadowed. We can easily see around those shadowed expressions, and can identify a fault at the salary addition statement at line 24. By modifying the statement e.add salary(200) to add salary(200) at line 24, the program will compute an expected result as shown in Fig.1(c) .
Alias Analysis
Alias analysis methods are roughly divided into two categories: flow insensitive alias analysis (FI analysis) and flow sensitive alias analysis (FS analysis) .
In FI analysis, we do not take into account the execution order of each statement in the source program [14, 19, 21, 25] . To compute FI aliases, an alias graph, as shown in Fig.2(b) , is used. An alias graph is an undirected graph, in which each node represents an expression that refers to a particular memory location. Each edge represents a possible alias relation between two nodes, which occurs on both sides of an assignment statement and on the actual and formal parameters.
In Fig.2(a) , when we specify <s 7 , c> as the alias criterion, we get aliases {a, b, new Integer(1), new Integer(2)}, which are all reachable nodes from the criterion node in the alias graph.
In FS analysis, we consider the execution order of statements [7, 12, 23] . To compute FS aliases, Landi et al. have introduced a reaching alias set (RAset) [12] . A RAset for statement s, denoted by RA(s), is a collection of alias sets, which exists just before the execution of s. Each alias set is composed of sets of tuples (t, f ) (t is a statement in the source program and f is an expression at t), meaning that each f at t in the set possibly refers to the same memory location. Fig.3(b) shows RAsets for each statement in Fig.3(a) . In order to compute the aliases for <s, e>, we search RA(s) for an alias set that contains e. At RA(s 7 ) in Fig.3(b) , since an alias set {(s 6 , c), (s 2 , a), (s 6 , a), (s 2 , new Integer(1))} contains variable c, we get the result as shown in Fig.3(a) .
Since FS analysis considers the execution order, it generally requires a larger amount of CPU time and memory space than FI analysis; however, FS analysis can extract more accurate alias relations than FI analysis. In Fig.2 and Fig.3 , we can see the difference in the accuracy between the two methods. In this paper, we focus on FS analysis for more accurate analysis results.
Alias Analysis for Object-Oriented Programs
Alias analysis methods for OO programs have been proposed as an extension of analysis methods for procedural programs [5, 22] ; however, we have to further consider the nature of OO programs.
In OO programs such as JAVA, each object has its own state and behavior even if they are instantiated from the same class. In sample JAVA program shown at Fig.4 , we prefer to have three independent alias sets:
However, if we apply a simple analysis approach such that all objects instantiated from the same class share the alias information of their attributes and their callingcontexts, we get only one alias set which is the union of these 3 alias sets:
In this case, many expressions are unwillingly in the same alias set. In order to increase the analysis precision, we will separately hold the alias information for each attribute of each object instance, although this approach generally requires more analysis cost. However, we will devise an efficient approach to resolve this.
String name; int salary; Employee supervisor; 3:
Employee(String n, int s) { 4: name = n; 5: salary = s; 6: supervisor = null; 7:
void add salary(int n) { 9:
salary += n; 10:
void set supervisor(Employee e) { 12:
supervisor = e; 13:
void print() { 15:
System.out. 
Statement(s)
Reaching alias set(RA(s)) 
Analysis Overview
Approach
Here, we divide alias relations into two categories, intraclass alias relations and inter-class alias relations. Intraclass alias relations do not depend on their usage contexts. Inter-class alias relations are obtained by analyzing expressions with method invocations and reference variables over classes. For example, in Fig.4 
id)} and {(s 9 , id), (s 15 , id)} are intra-class alias relations, and private Integer id; 10:
public Ident(Integer ref) 11 :
public void set(Integer ref) 13 :
public Integer get() 15:
{ return id; } 16: }
Figure 4. Example of aliases across instances
Here, we will adopt the following analysis policies: Policy 1: Compute intra-class alias relations in advance.
Policy 2:
Compute inter-class alias relations on-demand.
Utilizing these two policies, the modularity and independence of the analysis will be established. This is particularly important in OO programming, since we usually use large class libraries in addition to user-developed classes. The analysis cost of these class libraries is generally high. Thus, modularizing the analyses of class libraries and userdeveloped classes is essential.
Note that mixing inter-class alias relations reduces precision. In the case of Fig.4 , mixing all alias expressions will unwillingly generate a large and useless alias set. In order to resolve this problem, we use the following policy:
Policy 3: Compute inter-class alias relations based on the individual invocations and references of instance methods and attributes (we call this instance-based analysis).
The instance-based analysis of OO programs can be considered to be an extension of the context-sensitive analysis of procedural programs.
Object Context
To further improve the analysis precision of the instancebased analysis, we introduce object context.
Consider an alias set A, which contains expressions referring to the object instances. Some instance methods of these objects are invoked directly or indirectly from the expressions in A, and some are never invoked from the context of A. We delete unnecessary alias expressions which appear in the body of never-called instance methods.
The object context for alias set A, denoted by OC(A), is a set of instance methods of instance objects pointed to by expressions in A, and that may be invoked from some expression associated with expressions in A. The object context is formally obtained by the algorithm shown in [15] . Also, if we assume that A is an alias set for b at line 21, then OC(A) is {Calc::Calc(), Calc::add(), Calc::result()}.
When we compute the aliases for e.i such that e is in A, we can limit the candidate methods to be considered further by using OC(A). In other words, we can exclude the instance methods that can not be invoked in the objects referred to by expressions in A.
Analysis Process
Based on the above mentioned Policy 1 -3 and the object context, we propose the following two-phase approach. 
Phase 2:
Inter-class analysis for a specified alias criterion, i.e., computation of the aliases by traversing AFG and MFG along with the object context. is an undirected graph which shows FS alias relations inside a single method. A node represents either -an expression that refers to an object (e.g., a reference variable, an instance creation expression, or a method invocation) or -a parameter to/from a method or an instance. An edge in AFG denotes an alias relation immediately determined inside each method. Alias relations created by assignment statements, variable definitions and their uses (def-use relations), and assignments of parameters to/from special nodes are called direct alias relations. Direct alias relations are easily obtained by RAset-based FS may-alias analysis inside methods [12] . Also, a path formed with more than one edge is called an indirect alias relation. a) with an edge. This edge represents a direct alias relation. Fig.7 is an AFG for the program shown in Fig.5 . Variable i appearing at each right-hand side expression (line 7 and 10) is a reference-type instance variable. IA-in, IAout, MA-in, and MA-out are the special nodes for parameter passing. b.result() at line 24 is represented in AFG with an associated node b and node result().
Phase 1(b): Construction of MFG
An MFG (Method Flow Graph) is a directed graph, which represents the caller-callee relations of methods in a single class
1 . An MFG node denotes the definition of each method, and when method A possibly calls method B, an MFG edge is drawn from the node for A to the node for B. 
Phase 2: Alias Computation Using AFG and MFG
Using AFG and MFG, we compute aliases A(e) for an alias criterion e, which is a reference-type expression. e itself is also an element of A(e). The nodes in AFG are visited beyond the class boundary using MFG information.
We will show an intuitive description of the traversal as follows. The formal definition, termination, and complexity of the traversal algorithm are presented in our technical report [15] .
1. When we compute the aliases for e with a parent p (i.e., the expression is p.e), first we compute p's aliases A(p), and then we collect information about A(p), such as types for A(p) and OC(A(p)).
After computing these, we compute e's aliases.
2. When we reach an terminal node in AFG during the AFG traversal, we determine the callee or caller method using MFG and the object context, and resume the traversal from the corresponding terminal nodes.
The result of the traversal is a set of reachable nodes from the alias criterion. The masked expressions in Fig.9 are the resulting aliases for (s 24 ,c). Since OC(A(b)) does not contain Calc::inc(), expressions in Calc::inc() are excluded from the candidates for (s 24 , c)'s aliases.
Together with Phase 1, the overall analysis algorithm establishes a FS(Flow Sensitive), may-alias, instance-based, and FIOC(Flow Insensitive Object Context) approach. 
A JAVA Alias Analysis Tool (JAAT)
We have implemented the proposed method in the tool Java Alias Analysis Tool (JAAT). Using JAAT, we have analyzed several programs and obtained various data.
Overview of JAAT
JAAT consists of three subsystems, the analysis subsystem, the XML database subsystem, and the user interface (UI) subsystem. Fig.10 shows the structure of JAAT.
Analysis subsystem:
The analysis subsystem consists of three components, the syntax analyzer, the semantic analyzer, and the alias analyzer. The syntax analyzer analyzes JAVA source files and generates syntactic trees. The semantic analyzer proceeds with a semantic analysis that creates symbol tables and extracts declare-refer relations among identifiers and generates semantic trees. The alias analyzer generates MFGs and AFGs at Phase 1, and computes the aliases for the alias criterion specified by the user's request at Phase 2. The alias analyzer returns the resulting aliases. XML database subsystem: Since the translation from a source program to the corresponding semantic tree is a fairly time-consuming process, we do not want to discard analysis results from the analysis sessions. Thus, we build a database for semantic trees. This feature Figure 10 . Architecture of JAAT improves the reusability of the analysis results along with the AFG and MFG approaches. We use an XML database that holds semantic tree information. The XML converters converts semantic trees to XML documents and vice versa. UI subsystem: The UI subsystem has two main functions, editing programs and visualizing the resulting aliases. Examples will be shown in Section 5.2.5.
Evaluation
In order to explore the applicability of JAAT, we have applied it to various sample programs. Table 1 shows features of the sample programs. Note that we must analyze not only these sample programs but also all related classes in JDK for inter-class alias analysis. For example, TextEditor is composed of one file with 1,125 lines. TextEditor directly and indirectly uses the classes in JDK, which are in 878 files with a total of 351,890 lines (99.7% of the overall total lines). We have used a Pentium IV machine (2GHz) with 2GB memory running FreeBSD 4.6.
Computation Time of Phase 1(a)
Our modularized analysis is effective in that we only have to re-analyze modified parts of the programs when small parts of the program are modified. On the other hand, there are several FS analysis algorithms already proposed [7, 12, 23] . Those algorithms mainly focus on language-specific problems such as pointers to the stack, and they do not concern the separation of analysis results for each module. Therefore, if we would employ those algorithms, the overall program have to be re-analyzed. It should be noted that userwritten programs are often modified but their related classes in JDK are seldom modified. Table 2 (a) shows AFG construction time for sample programs and their related classes in JDK. The sum of these two is the total time for Phase 1(a). The analysis time for the related classes in JDK is much longer than for those of the sample programs. For example, TextEditor itself requires only 10 milli-sec., and its related classes require 14,224 milli-sec. When we modify TextEditor, we do not need to re-analyze its related classes, but only the TextEditor.
Computation Time of Phase 1(b)
Table 2(b) shows MFG construction time for sample programs and their related classes. Since MFG construction time does not depend on the program's size but on the number of intra-class method calls, the MFG construction time of the sample program is not always longer than that of related classes in JDK. For example, DynamicJava itself requires 1,892 milli-sec., but its related classes require only 843 milli-sec. However, the overall MFG construction time is much smaller than the AFG construction time.
Computation Time of Phase 2
Table 2(c) shows the average AFG traversal time for various alias criteria. According to Table 2(c), it is clear that Phase 2 takes much less computation time than Phase 1. For TextEditor, only 0.01 milli-sec. is required, which is much smaller than the overall Phase 1 of 14,915 milli-sec.
Our on-demand approach might be unsuitable as a backend for data-flow analysis and compiler optimization, which needs whole alias analysis results. However, when we do not need to compute the aliases for all expressions, or when we implement an interactive programming support tool with alias analysis features, our method is a practical choice.
Average Number of Detected Aliases
The proposed method uses the instance-based approach that can distinguish inter-class alias relations on objects instantiated from the same class. On the other hand, if we use the class-based approach that shares inter-class alias relations with other objects instantiated from the same class, analysis precision will decrease. On each test suite, we select a class which plays an dominant role in the test suite, and we compute the aliases for each AFG normal node in that class. Table 3 shows the comparison results between those two approaches with regard to the average number of detected aliases for various alias criteria in the main classes. For example, the instance-based approach generates more accurate results than the class-based approach (9.16 nodes v.s. 17.19 nodes) in DynamicJava. The average size of aliases is about 30 -97% of the class-based approach; therefore, we think that our approach is of practical value.
In some cases, the average number of detected aliases is not small. This is because we repeatedly count each expression, even if they have the same signature. If a specific variable is repeatedly used in a class, the number of the aliases becomes large. For example, in the case of JLex, the average number of the aliases is 69.17, for instance variable JLex.CLexGen.m outstream, where m outstream is referred to more than 400 times in the JLex.CLexGen class. However, the average number of unique variables in those aliases in JLex.CLexGen is only 1.50. This suggests that the users can easily focus their attention on only those few variables.
Case study
We focus on program maintenance activities as an application of JAAT. To examine JAAT's effectiveness, we have applied JAAT to the following program debugging case.
SpreadSheet.java (1000 lines) is a small spreadsheet JAVA applet contained in JDK. We assume that an error occurred on the execution of SpreadSheet.java as shown in Fig.11(a) . Since cell C1 was defined A1 * B1, C1 should be 5000; however, C1's value was incorrectly 10.
First we computed aliases for a String-type actual parameter formula in a method parseFormula(), which is a parser for the input expressions.
Using alias tree window 2 , we knew the resulting aliases are in parseFormula() and parseValue() only as shown in Fig.12(a) . We examined each expression on the alias tree using the alias tree window and the text window 3 as shown in Fig.12(b) . After checking all aliases in parseFormula(), we recognized that the return expression in parseValue() is variable formula.
By examining several statements near the last return expression, we noticed that the return variable should be the variable restFormula, instead of formula. After fixing it, a new SpreadSheet.java was executed correctly ( Fig.11(b) ). In this example, there are only 20 aliases, so that the user's attention can be focused on only 20 lines out of the original source program of about 1000 lines. The alias tree windows can help the user to grasp the overall resulting aliases, and the text windows can help the user to get detailed information about each alias.
Discussion
Our proposed method for alias computation, which consists of two analysis phases, has produced effective results. In this section, we compare our method and related works, and also show an extension of our method to programs with pointer variables in ordinary languages.
Alias Analysis for JAVA
Most prior studies on alias analysis for JAVA programs are for compiler optimization, such as synchronization removal and escape analysis [2, 6, 16] . For such purposes, all alias relations in the program need to be extracted by the analysis. Since the optimized program should compute the same execution results as the original program, analysis results must satisfy conservative approximation. We believe that alias analysis is useful for program maintenance activities as a software engineering tool. For such activities, not all the alias relations are needed at one time; only userrequested relations on the specific scope or object are to be extracted quickly. Also, good GUI that intuitively presents the analysis results to the user is very important.
Currently, since JAAT's control-flow representation does not consider possible control-flows caused by exceptions or threads, the resulting aliases contain surplus alias relations for exceptions and they lack the aliases caused by shared variables in threads. For exceptions, we applied a conservative approach that assumes all possible exceptions that might occur. However, since many researchers have already proposed control-flow analysis methods for threads and exceptions, we will adopt them to construct the improved control-flow representation [17, 20] .
Two-phase Approach
Several prior studies also propose two-phase approaches such as intra-procedural analysis in advance using FS approaches [5, 8] or a FI approach [14] .
In those FS approaches, each element R (alias relation) in an RAset holds conditions if a specific alias relation R 0 really exists (if true, R exists). These conditions are used for indirect alias relations; however, all combinations of accessible variables should be taken into account as candidates for R 0 . In our method, since each AFG edge represents a direct alias relation, we can easily extract each indirect alias relation as an AFG path. These conditional-based algorithms are suitable as back-end for data-flow analysis (e.g., program slicing), which requires whole alias relations in the target programs.
Since we focus mainly on program maintenance activities using the alias information itself, a simpler representation is useful. In such cases, the maintainers prefer the local alias information on which they focus. Also, we believe that they would request quick and simple answers even if the resulting aliases might be insufficient.
Instance-based Analysis
The instance-based approach was proposed in object slicing, which is a method for slicing OO programs proposed by Liang et al. [13] . They extend the system dependence graph (SDG) and define the traversal algorithm to compute slices with regard to a specific object; however, they assume that the alias analysis have been already performed by another method. To get a practical alias analysis tool, combining an alias analysis method and the instance separation method into a single method is very important, as we have proposed here.
On-demand Alias Extraction
We have applied an on-demand approach to alias analysis. Although alias information has been used for compiler optimization, data-flow analysis and so on, alias information is itself useful for program maintenance activities such as program debugging and understanding of JAVA programs. JAVA programs generally have many aliases caused by reference-type expressions, and some are not easily identified by the developer. Since all alias information in the target program is not necessary on program maintenance activities, we believe on-demand (or query-based) analysis will be a cost-effective approach. Although Heintze et al. have proposed a demand-driven pointer analysis, their approach is FI for procedural language C, and their goal is to compute the full point-to graph [9] . 
Conclusions
We have proposed an alias analysis algorithm for JAVA programs, which is a scalable and on-demand algorithm with high precision and extensibility. Also, we have implemented this algorithm in the tool JAAT, and evaluated its effectiveness.
It has been presented that the analysis cost is reduced by our modularized approach which requires to re-analyze only modified modules, without re-analysis of other stable modules including libraries. In the future, we will include a feature to automatically identify modified modules and stable modules. 
